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THE POTTERTON
LYNXELECTRONIC
If you'd like a nice warm centrally heated home but
haven't the room for a traditional system, ask us
today for a free estimate on the Potterton Lynx
electronic combination boiler.
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The best behaved boilers you can buy.

Eurohaul Centre,
Greenhills Road, Tallaght,
Dublin 24. Tel: 519711
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Jim Anderson
A Personal Tribute
I first met Jim Anderson in March 1972,
when he interviewed me for a job at
Walker Air Conditioning. A number of
things immediately struck me about Jim.
The first was his obvious enthusiasm and
energy, and his confidence is his company.
The second was his absolute ability to
motivate.
But, despite the long hours that he put
in to his work, all was not work for Jim
and during the course of the interview,
when it became clear that we shared the
love of sailing, an appreciable period of
time was spent talking about this sport.
He was a man who loved life and lived it
to the full. He worked hard and he played
hard and he encouraged others to do the
same.
And so began my 15 years of workng
and sailing with Jim before his untimely
death at the age of 44 after a long illness.
As was his policy, I was plunged in at the
deep end but he ran an "open door" style
of management and was always available
to assist. One was allowed to ask the same
question twice, but one dared not go back
a third time because Jim expected people
to learn, and learn quickly, as he proved
himself many times capable of doing.
Having been a very successful
Catamaran sailor in his native Scotlan~, .
Jim had abandoned sailing for a number
of years to devote himself totally to his
work with Aeronca in England and with

Walker Refrigeration, as our company
was then known, during his time in Belfast
in 1969 and 1970. But, having settled in
Howth, the attractions of Howth Harbour
were too tempting and he bought his first
Folkboat - En Route - in the middle of
the season in 1972.
I was fortunate that he asked me to join
himself and Greg Whelan to crew the
boat. During that first half season we just
got to know one another aboard, got to
know the boat itself and also the layout of
the racing marks off Howth Harbour. But
again, typical of the man, he learnt very
quickly and felt confident enough at the
start of the 1973 season to challenge the
Howth Fleet.
To further motivate the competition he
bought a bottle of champagne in the
Howth Yacht Club and asked that it be
put in the fridge saying that anybody who
beat him in the series could have it at the
end of the season. Needless to say, he won
the series. He went on to become Class
Captain of the Folkboats in Howth and
won the National Championships on a
number of occasions and unbelievably considering his state of health - he won
the Irish Folkboat National
Championships again in June of this year,
only four months before his death, ably
assisted by his son Michael and, again, his
life-long friend, Greg Whelan.
But all was not play with Jim and, on

the contrary, it was during his early years
the I970s that he laid the foundations
from which our company grew. In those
days our offices were in Nephin Road and
we would have a private competition
among the staff to see who could be in
ahead of Jim given that he was known to
arrive at work well before eight o'clock in
the mornings. Needless to say, again he
won hands down. Nor did anyone attempt
to work later than Jim as he was
invariably in his office analysing, planning
strategies and optimising the resources
available to us until well after nine o'clock
at night.
Over the years, as every milestone was
reached in the development of our
co~pany, Jim would acknowledge it's
achievement but would immediately make
us all aware that this was merely the base
from which we would grow to reach the
next milestone. His breath of vision in
reviewing various paths of opportunity
was very broad indeed.
In

Led By Example
He led his COmpany from the front and by
example and expected you not only to
keep up wIth him, but to make a positive
contnbutlOn to the continued growth of
Walker ~Ir Conditioning. The milestone
~f reachmg Our first million in turnover;
the openmg of our Belfast office followed

• Pictured at the originalpress conference held late 1971 at the Royal Dublin Hotel to launch Walker Air Conditioning were Andrew Woods, Bernard Wafer, Jim
Anderson, Jeff Smurjit Jnr and Brendan Carolan.
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inljuick succc"ion b~ our Glasgow and
London officcs: and t he acquiring of thc
HRP Walkcr and WAC ChCslcrton
opcrations werc all conductcd in a coo!.
calculalingmanncrand cvcn-ncw
dcvclopmcnt was intcgrated 'into thc
cxisting stnKturc with thc minimum of
fuss and with thc maximising ofpotcntial.
not only for thc new work area. bUI also
other resources existing within our
st ruct ure.
In all my dealings with Jim Anderson he
was extraordinarily straight and I~lir. If a
mistake was made one received lhe sharp
edge of hiS tongue. but the matter was
then closed and would never he referred to
again. In the ver~ same way. achievcmellls
were recognised. invariably over a mcal al
which lhe odd drink or tl'O. or mavbe
'vcnmore. was consumed and Jim' would
use the occasion to exert his exceptional
powers of mot ivation to encourage one to
make lhe next and greater achiC\ement
In fulfilling his philosophy of living iife
to the full e\er~ da~. Jlm not onl~ became
very well knol'n in racing circles in
Howth. but also became a prominent
cruising member of the Howt h Yacht Club
and kept hi, Oyster 46 - Bail." o//loll'lhdown in the Mediterranean. Although I
was never privileged to go on one of~his
cruises with him. I am assured by those
who did. that they were run in the same
way and with the same enthusiasm that he
ran his company.
Every detail of the cruise was planned
well in advance and in those plans there
was ample opportunity for thoroughly
enjoying the local food and wine and
many a card game was had aboard his
boat after a long and hard voyage to farnung destinations throughout the whole
of the Mediterranean.
Jim also sailed across the Atlantic twice
when he had Baily of HOII'lh anchored in

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1987

Antiqua. The real tribute to Jim Anderson
as a skipper on these voyages was the
number of exceptional yachtsmen in their
own right - who repeatedly undertook
with Jim - various cruises and would
have been very upset if they had been left
out. not only because of the various and
exciting part of the Mediterranean that he
covered. but also because it was a pleasure
in such a well-run yacht.
Jim Anderson came into the building
services industry through engineering and
through the marketing and sales side and
as his company grew and expanded. he
tuned his fine mind and brain to become a
financial expert and a master of the
computer. We are very fortunate indeed
that he personally supervised - and in
some cases even wrote himself - some
excellent software in both short, medium
and long term planning and analysis.
These are the tools with which our
company will be run for many years to
come.
I n his later years, he would spend many
hours teasing out a problem on the
computer as to how best to adapt our
manual systems to the mo,t easily-run but
yet concise piece of software. The
flexibility which he built into this software
will allow us to use it irrespective of how
large our company grows. I believe that
this career path. from engineering through
marketing and sales. into the whole area
of company finance. right through to
computerisation. clearly demonstrates
,
what an agile and fine mind he had.

Delivering The Goods
His ability 10 organise and to motivate
and to ensure that "the goods are
delivered" was amply d~monstrated when
he took over the fund-raising at Howth

Yacht Club for the building of two new
Howth Seventeens to bring that fleet up to
it's original strength. On the Friday before
he died he made the supreme effort to be
present himself at the last of these fundraising events - Race ight in Howth
Yacht Club - where he got a standing
ovation from his friends there.
ot only did he attend at the Club that
evening, but many people were invited, as
was typical of the man, back to his house
that night, where many celebratory drinks
were drunk into the early hours of the
morning to celebrate the success of the
night. Jim Anderson departed this life
only five days afterwards.
Jim Anderson was a small man who
filled a huge space and 1 know that in our
company, for many years to come, as we
apply our minds to the next opportunity
or solve the current problem, the phrase
on everyone's lips will be: "I wonder how
Jim would have approached this?" Jointly
we will try to apply our minds to reach the
same successful conclusion that we know
he would have done ifhe had been with us.
He is sadly missed by us all.

MICHAEL BUCKLEY
• I lI'as asked 10 read Ihrough Ihe abo\'e
article and il makes me very proud 10 Ihink
Ihal olhers Ihoughl Ihe same ofJim as I did.
Ihal he lI'as a greal man. He/aced up 10 his
illness Il'ilh cheerfulness. slrenglh and
courage and he ahl'ays hoped he lI'ould be
gil'en a/ell' more years bUI sadly il lI'as nOllo
be.
Jimahl'ays hadll'onderjitl plans/or Walker
Air Condilioning and I am conl'inced Ihal.
Ihrough Ihe ('011I'inion of Slell'art Roche,
George Whillock, Miclwel Buckley, and all of
Iheir sla!.r his I!'ishes and dreams Il'ill be
jiil/i'IIed.
ISOBEL ANDERSON

• Tom Fitzpatrick, the then commodore ofHowth Yacht Club, pictured with hm on one oftheir /lion)'
outings together.
Irish H& V News, November/December 1987
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Walkers - Ultimate
Goal Still The Same

• Niall McCarthy, Malachy Walsh & Partners; pictured with Peter
Stephenson, BMD; Jim Myers, HA O'Neills; and Kevin Cu//inane, LlJcal
Grundfos Distributor.

• Liam Curtin, Michael Wi//iams Ltd; pictured with Jerry Foley (Grundfos);
Tom Callaghan, Irish Industrial Fabricators; andSean Gill, DPS Engineering.

I
• Denis Walshe (Grundfos) pictured with Donal Geary and Edward Vaughan,
Cork County Council; Denis Healy, De Leuw Chadwick O'Heocha; and
Michael Scan/on, McArdle McSweeney O'Mallay.

Grundfos At The
Arbutus
FOR WHAT has now become
firmly established as an annual
event in the Cork social
calendar, Grundfos (Ireland)
Ltd recently hosted a
gathering of Cork consultants,
contractors and local authority
representatives at the Arbutus
Lodge.
In addition to Grundfos
personnel, there were approximately 30 present at the

function which comprised predinner drink- before the main
meal with the guests relaxing
afterwards and enjoying much
debate and conversation on
the state of the industry.
However, the event is
essentially a social gathering
and was once again attended
as guest of honour by Tony
Halpin, the Honorary Danish
Consul in Cork.

Quadrant - Andrews
Quadrant Engineers Ltd wish it
to be known that they have
relinquished the Andrews of
Wolverhampton heat for hire/
hire a dryer franchise in order to
concentrate on other aspects of
their business.

The franchise will be operated
in future by HireCentres Dublin
North Ltd, 219 Richmond
Road, Dublin 3, (Tel: 379272).
Quadrant will continue to sell
and service Andrews equipment
as heretofore.
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FOLLOWING THE untimely
ment team he gathered around
death of Jim Anderson recently
him for the purpose.
(see pages 2 and 3), the news from
These include Joint Chief
Walker Air Conditioning-the
Executives Stuart Roche
company he led from small
(Finance & Administration)
beginnings in 1971 to
and George Whillock (Marketinternational, and indeed
ing & Sales) and Director
independent, status in 1987 - is
Michael Buckley who runs the
that is will continuetooperateto
Republic of Ireland operation.
the formula he devised.
Additionally, these will be
When the company was first assisted by Mr Anderson's
established in 1971 it was widow, Isobel, who will now
Smurfit majority-owned with
play an even more active role
Mr Anderson having a in the company's affairs than
minority, though nonetheless she did in the past.
significant, shareholding.
Robert Holmes, Jefferson
Under his direction Walker
Smurfit Group Chief Financial
Air sustained a continuous
Officer, takes over as
growth pattern over the last 16
Chairman of Walkers. Oth
years with perhaps the high
than that, the managemen
point being the management
scenario from the day-tcrday
buy-out of the company point of view has not changed
with Mr Anderson as majority
though Mr Anderson's guiding
shareholder towards the
influence will naturally be
end of 1985.
missed.
When viewed in context,
However, such is the nature,
and especially against the
structure and dicipline of the
Smurfit background, this was
organisation he has created
a dramatic business developthat his own sadly unfulfilled
ment and demonstrated quite
ambition
to take the
clearly Mr Anderson's
company to the market - is still
excellent business ability.
the principal target of Walker
It was this, coupled with his
Air.
infectious energy and enthusThat such a situation will
iasm, which led to the creation
arise seems likely, especially
of the 100% loyal management
given the continued success
and workforce Walker enjoys
being enjoyed
by the
and he had no doubt - as
company's respective operindeed the rest of the industry
ations in Scotland, London,
will also testify - that the
Northern Ireland and Dublin.
formula he devised for future
London and Northern
growth and expansion will be
Ireland are experiencin
adhered to.
explosive growth patterns with
Given
that his death
Scotland and Dublin being
followed a relatively long equally-successful, albeit in a
illness, Mr Anderson worked very much-reduced scale
feverishly up to the end to
because of shrinking markets.
implement the strategy he had
Additionally, both HRP
devised and set in motion a
Walker Dublin and W AC
plan of action which will now
Chesterton, also based in
be pursued by the manageDublin, are turning in their
best performances to date.

Gas Standards Update
FOLLOWING OUR report last
month on the new portfolio of34
gas standards produced by the
National Standards Authority
of Ireland, the Minister for
Energy has
with the
assistances of NSAI
Produced a 4-page, 2-colour
explanatory leaflet for all
industries.

Irish H& V News had
intended to publish a similar
guide but perhaps it would now
be more appropriate for readers
to contact a Ms Hickey, Sales
Section, Standards Publications,
NSAI, Glasnevin, Dublin 9,
(Tel: 370101), for copies of this
explanatory booklet.
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Industrial and Commercial
Gas Fired Heating Equipment
ffimrnrn~W~ ~

Gas Fired Water Storage
Heaters
For Factors; Offices; Schools; Hotels; Motels; Guest Houses;
Holiday Camps; Caravan Parks; Cafes and Inns; Pubs and
Clubs; Restaurants; Sports Clubs; Recreation Centres; Shops
and Stores; Construction Sites; Hospitals; Clinics; Nursing
Homes; Hairdressers; Flats; Apartments and Houses ....
wherever Instant Hot Water Is required Andrews Gas Fired Water
Storage Heaters will meet the demand .... at the lowest possible
cost.

• Fully modulating gas fired boilers trom 150,000 BTU - 3.5
million.

• Andrews glass-lined water storage heaters. Capacities
ranging from 25 gals per hour to 500 gals. per hour.

....ar..

• Gas fired radial plaque and tUbe heaters. Ranging from
25,000 BTU per hour· 150,000 BTU.

• Gas fired warm air-heaters, free standing and wall mounted.
Ranging from 65,000 BTU per hour - 1.5 million.

Iliima.i Euro Gas LTD.
I:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
·::::::..··::::··::
I:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:
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H&V~
H&V Park
Extravaganza
THE END of October saw an
industry extravaganza in the
Leisure Centre, Phoenix Park,
Dublin when H&V Distributors of Dubber Cross, Dublin
1I hosted t wo evenings to
present to their customers the
entire product portfolio they
represent.
In effect the company's
business is broken down into
two
categories
the
distributing arm which IS
called H&V Distributors Ltd
and the Heating & Plumbing
Centre through which virtually
everything relating to the
heating and allied trades is
supplied.
~
The first evening was held
on 29 October with the
principal ranges represented
by H&V as agents - Intercal,
Thor and Pensotti being
prominently featured. Over 50
merchants attended and they
were treated to refreshments
and a full sit-down meal before

being given the opportunity to
view the individual products
which were professionally
presented on purpose-built
stands.
A slide show was also
presented with Jimmy Boucher
later outlining the thinking
behind the composition of the
product portfolio and also
reiterating the company's
committment to supplying
only bonG .fide merchants.
The principals were also
represented in
force with
overseas visitors including
Gunther Lipper, Managing
Director of Intercal Burners;
Stephanie Montini, Sales and
Marketing
Director of
Pensotti; and Kay Jorgenson,
Sales and Export lanager of
Thor Radiators.
Throughout the country
H&V Distributors now has an
established merchant base
which guarantees it nationwise
penetration. Many of these

I TERCAL

• Brendan BO/lcher with Charlie
Billings and Jimm.l' BO/lcher.

were present for the show and
included
those who had
travelled from as far afield as
Cork and even Donegal.
On the second night its
sister company - the Heating
& Plumbing Centre - hosted
a gathering at which 21 major
suppliers were represented and
which V\'<IS attended by a
staggering 250 people. A big
turnout had been expected but
no onc could have anticipated

such a large attendance. ·Even
Bob Couchman,
IDHE
President - who delivered a
brief address - said that it
was a long time since the
industry in general had seen
such an impressive gathering
In
one place for such a
function.
In recent months - despite
being a
relatively new
company the Heating &
Plumbing Centre has generated tremendous support from
the heating and allied trades it
serves and has had to increase
its product offering and staff
levels on
a
number of
occasions.
It now supplies a very
extensive
collection of
products and brand names and
has also extended its opening
hours to include all-da\
Saturday trading.
.
Both Jimm\ -and Brendan
Boucher hav~ made great
inroads in recent months
especially and just latch the
addition of Charlie Billi~gs to
complement the team has
given them a new standing
within the industry.

MANOTHERM LTD.
Stocks our complete line ofcontrols for refrigeration,
air conditioning, heating and ventilation.

•

If

I

•

Manotherm Ltd., 4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12, Ireland, Phones: 522365 - 522018·522229, Telex 93388, FAX 516919.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol26/iss7/1
10 Knockbracken Park, Belfast BTe OHL, Nothern Ireland, Phone: 645966.
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LUXURY CHROME

SUNVIC

YELLOW METAL BRASSWORK

The right mix of quality and efficiency
provided by the Polo, Danum and Regis tap
and mixer ranges.

A complete range of domestic central heating
control products and packs for all your
heating requirements.

Float valves, hose union bibtaps, stop and
drain taps and other brasswork,
manufactured to the appropriate British
Standard.

STANDARD CHROME

RADIATOR VALVES

ENGINEERS VALVES & FITTINGS

Reliable performance taps, including the
Prestex self-closing tap, Performa pillar tap
and QT lever tap.

Terrier and Belmont retailer radiator valves
offer over 80 variations in straight/angle
patterns, all manufactured to BS2767.

Gate, globe and check valves, plus plug and
glandcock are all produced in gunmetal in
sizes up to 4 inches.

I.
PEGLER

Sole Irish Agent:

MANNING & USHER LIMITED
ENGINEERS AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
Unit C2, BaIlymount Industrial Estate, Walkinstown, Dublin 12.
Telephone 5097611503865 Telex 90285 MUPD

~___
..

Lister Tubes Limited

Ireland's leading suppliers of a full range of
Steel Tubing, Fittings, Valves and Accessories
To

Arean Heating and Plumbing
and

HevacUmited
Suppliers of Central Heating and Plumbing Equipment

* Myson Apollo Wall Hung Gas Boilers
* Marathon Floor Standing Gas Boilers
* Triflow Capillary Solder Ring Fitters
* Sime/Rio Floor Standing Boilers
Wish you continued success In the future.

Llster Tubes Limited
Ballymount Road, Clondalkin, Dublin 22, Ireland. Tel: 01-509020 Tlx: 30324
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol26/iss7/1
Tivoli, Cork. Tel: 021-500166 Tlx: 28408
DOI: 10.21427/D7GT5Q
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THE SPECIALIST
MERCHANT SUPPLIERS

• Brian Armstrong with Tony Cal/aghan, Eamonn Monahan and Ronnie O'Connor.

AN INTRODUCTION
Arcon Heating & Plumbing Supplies Ltd - pioneers in Ireland ofthe concept ofproviding the
heating andplumbing industry with a specialist service - arose out ofthe combinedexperience of
four individuals - Brian Armstrong, Tony Callaghan, Ronnie 0' Connor andEamonn Monahan.
Theirforesight in identifying the changing supply pattern within this sector when it was still at
the embryonic stage gave them a march on their more established competitors and has, in the
space ofonlyfour years, seen them expand to their present position as one ofthe most influential
merchant suppliers in the country.
Throughout this short time-span their philosophy has been one ofsimplicity with the whole
structure ofthe service offered being based on thefundamental intention ofproviding the heating
and plumbing trade with virtually every requirement at competitive prices on an ex-stock basis.
Their rapid expansion since the formation ofArcon in 1984 is an indication ofhow successful
they have been in this endeavour and the hard work and long hours they haveput in to bring about
this situation illustrates clearly that keeping it simple - especially within the heating and
plumbing supply sector - is the harder route to follow.
Nonetheless, that they have succeeded is in no doubt and their intention now is to consolidate
their position while at the same time refining still further the service they provide.
No matter whatyour requirement, once it's in the heating andplumbingsphere, A rcon won't let
you down. A rcon .... the one you can rely on .... no matterhow unusualor short-notice the request.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1987
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LEISURE HIGH QUALITY DOMESTIC SINKS

•

New 'Highlight' Sink Range in Araldite

•

Luxury Bowl and Half Sinks

•

Prisma and Prisma Plus Coloured Sinks

•

Stainless Steel Insets

•

Contract Kitchen Sinks

Leisure - The widest range
of sink sizes in Ireland
Sole Distributors:

~

Double Bowl
Single Drainer
1500/508

Electragas Appliances Ltd.

. . - Unit T 19, Stillorgan Park Industrial Estate, Stillorgan, Dublin 18.
Telephone 953326/7/8 and 952261

BARLO BALMORAL

Fan Assisted
Gas Central
Heating Boiler
45F, 55F, & 65F

When it's up
it won't let
you down.

Quality heating products with style
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol26/iss7/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7GT5Q

Contact: BARLO HEATING LTD.
John F. Kennedy Ave., Naas Road, Dublin 12.
Phone (01) 504106/504129. Clonmel 052-22822
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Flexibility All-Important
Given the combined
knowledge and experience of
Arcon's directors - Brian
Armstrong, Tony Callaghan,
Ronnie O'Connor and
Eamonn Monahan - it was
not surprising that they should
each, individually, harbour
ambitions to establish and
manage their own operations.
Moreover, when they
fortuitiously found themselves
working together within the
ame organisation, it was
perhaps inevitable that they
should combine together to
realise their respective
ambitions.
Each of them had travelled a
very varied route to their
former place of employment
but while there had gained
experience in, and developed
an expertise in, the merchant
supply sector which enabled
them identify the potential
which lay in the establishment
of a specialist operation
catering exclusively for the
heating and plumbing trades.
In latter years in particular,
each of them had begun to
recognise that the industry was
changing, that the marketplace
sought a new type of service ....

and that that service was not
being provided by any of the
established merchants.
Initially, it was Ronnie,
Brian and Eamonn who begun
talking among themselves
about the possibility of
establishing their own
company but, coincidently,
Tony was also looking to
develop his own ideas. Having
discussed it among themsevles,
the three realised that they also
needed somebody of the calibre
ofTony, especially given his
then role in dealing with the
entire requirements of the
heating sector. After much
deliberation they decided to
approach Tony and were
heartened to realise that he too
sought to get involved in a new
venture.
Consequently, within a
matter ofjust a few months the
new company - Arcon
Heating & Plumbing Supplies
Ltd - was born. Between them
the four equal shareholders
complemented one another
to the point where the total mix
was the basis for the perfect
specialist merchant suppliers
within the heating and
plumbing sector. Additionally

• Sandra Hanrahan, receptionist/
telephonist.

• Niall Powderly, Company Secretary & Accountant (centre) with Donal Garrigan (left) and Ronald O'Connor.
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- due primarily to their
knowledge of, and experience
in, the industry - they each
understood perfectly the new
role the marketplace
demanded of the merchant.
Right from the outset - and
while recognising their
combined strength - they each
acknowledged their lack of
experience in the field of
overall strategic planning and
management. Hence their
decision to employ the services
of Coopers & Lybrand. They
themselves knew what it was
they wished to achieve ... how
they intended to go about
doing just that ... and how to
manage it on a day-to-day
basis but, initially it was the
strategy devised in conjunction
with their financial advisors
which set them up on· the right
road from the day of inception.
Even today, despite their
success, they are not beyond
seeking advice ... and paying
heed to it when they get it.
NO EQUAL
However, when it comes to the
actual running of the business
in terms of satisfying the
marketplace, the combined

strength of the four directors of
Arcon has no equal.
From a product point of
view virtually everything from sanitary fittings through
to pipework and fixtures and
associated necessities - is
carried on an ex-stock basis.
Arcon's attitude is that, to
provide the total service to
their potential customer base,
they have got to be in a
position to supply any
requirement on an ex-stock
basis.
This is in recognition of what
they see as the changed
marketplace whereby
contractors and builders both large and small - now
expect to be able to purchase
the materials and products they
need almost on a same-day
delivery basis. Indeed, this is
precisely the manner in which a
great proportion of Arcon's
business is conducted.
The Arcon philosophy is
that they also serve the product
suppliers. Essentially, what
Arcon aims to do is act as the
liaison point between the user
and supplier base points. As
such it sees itself in partnership
with both and goes to great

III
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BARKING GROHE
~

• Part of Europe's largest
manufacturer of taps, mixers
and showers
• Makers of the highest quality
water fittings; pumped and
non-pumped showers; fittings
for the elderly and disabled
• For use in domestic
bathrooms arid kitchens as
well as hotels, schools and
hospitals

Distributor for Eire:
Arcon Heating & Plumbing Supplies Ltd.,
18 Greenmount Industrial Estate,
Harold's Cross,
Dublin 12.
Tel: Dublin 541384

Dunham-Bush Limited, manufacturers of heating
equipment for the Building Services Industry, are
pleased to be associated with Arcon Heating &
Plumbing Limited for the supply of:-

• Air Handling Units
eFan Convectors
eNatural Convectors e Unit Heaters
• Radiant Strip
• Perimeter Heating
~~
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DUNHAM-BUSH LIMITED

Fitzherbert Road, Far/ington, Portsmouth, Hampshire, England POb IRR
12
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Dunham-Bush Southern
Ireland Agents:
Arcon Heating & Plumbing
Supplies Ltd.
18 Greenmount Ind. Est,
Harolds Cross, Dublin.
Tel: 0001 541384
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pains to understand the needs
and difficulties of both sectors.
It is in creating and fostering
this three-way partnership that
Arcon has pioneered a whole
new thinking within the
heating and plumbing sector.
Additionally, the only route
they saw to achieveing that
goal was by way of a small,
personalised operation. In this
way a secure bond and trust has
resulted so that the interaction
between Arcon and both its
suppliers and customers works
to a formula whereby Arcon
seeks to do a job for both.
Consequently, and despite
the awesome extent of the
range carried, "we have not got
any in stock" is not a phrase
that's tolerated within the
Arcon vocabulary. The
company anticipates that
today's heating and plumbing
trades people - be they
contractors or builders expect to be able to purchase
product off-the-shelf. Even in
respect of the more unusual
request, the changed market
forces mean that such an order
is also expected to be met
within say a 24-hour period at
least. This is precisely what
Arcon aims to do.
For the most part it succeeds
in this endeavour and does so
because of the strength of the
"partnership" understanding it
has developed with its
suppliers. A similar
understanding exists with its
customer base so that, if for
any reason a request might
take a day or two, the
continuous line of
communication between the

et al.: Irish H & V News

• Interior sectional view o/the sanitary showroom.

company and customer
prevents any disruption or
breakdown in relationships.
In essence, Arcon operates
on the principle that to be a
specialist merchant supplier in
today's marketplace, this is the
type of service the situation
demands. To do this, the
company philosophy is to keep
things simple at all times.
Moreover, and perhaps most
important of all, the Arcon
way is to be flexible. While
operating to a structured
strategy, the single-most
dynamic facet of this strategy
is the inbuilt facility to cater for
the unexpected ... to alter
course at short notice .... to
take on board the awkward,
even difficult, everyday
situation.
PRICE-COMPETITIVE
Obviously, such an attitude
necessitates a stockholding
level which is genuinely quite
comprehensive, especially
given today's tendency to
reduce stock levels to the barest
minimum. From an overall
business management point of
view Arcon is at all times
conscious of the dangers
inherent in this philosophy but,
in pursuing the more important
goal of servicing the customers'
needs, stock availability is of
tantamount importance. This
is done in a manner which
satisfies - as far as possiblethe customers' requirements.
This in turn means that
Arcon has no need to charge a
premium for the type of service
it offers. Indeed, price-

I. -

• Transport: Noel KeUy Snr. with Noel Kelly Jnr. and Jel/ Scanlon.
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competitiveness is an essential
part of the Arcon package and
this is achieved by virtue of the
excellent trading relationship
the company enjoys with its
suppliers and also the fact that
it acts as a supplier on an
exclusive basis for a number of
other manufacturers. These
lines were only taken on
because of the need to provide
a product category availability
which could not be matched in
terms of price and value-formoney by existing suppliers.
Also, where possible the
company's avowed aim is to
support local manufacturers.
Quality is the key requirement
in this respect with price being
an important - but not the
deciding - factor.
This product portfolio
strategy is exemplified by the
vast extent and expanse of
products and materials which
goes to make up the complete
Arcon offering.
Additionally, Arcon offers
an advisory service where
requested and has the expertise
on hand at all times to assist
with any query. This even goes
so far as to include a training
course with one of its
principals should that be
required by a customer,
particularly one in the
contracting sector.

Nor is Arcon content to sit
back and wait for business to
come knocking on its door.
Right from tile outset a
carefully-orchestrated plan of
image-creation was set in
motion and this included trade
advertising, open days, trade
shows and specially-organised
receptions.
In pursuance of this
objective two sales
representative - Billy
Donagher and Tom McNally
- travel the length and
breadth of Leinster calling on
contractors and builders while
this effort is further enhanced,
in a complementary manner,
by Mick Colgan whose
function it is to call on the
consultants and architects. In
doing so he primarilly makes
this sector aware of Arcon's
exclusive lines but also
reinforces their association
with the other major brand
names for which it acts as
stockists/suppliers with a view
towards the industrial sector
catering for hospitals, schoois,
etc.

• Sales representatives Tom McNally and Billy Donagher.

MOST IMPORTANT
FACTOR
Arcon has proved that it is this
service aspect to the company's
offering which is the singlemost important factor)n ifs

• Ronnie Webb, Financial Controller, with Paula Cagney Fitzpatrick and Collette O'Reilly, Accounts.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol26/iss7/1
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The world's leading manufacturer
of domestic circulators is also a leader in pump
technology.
Ongoing research and development
bring together both innovative design and
sophisticated production techniques that keep
Grundfos out front in reliability, energy
efficiency and assured quality.

now incorporate built-in motor protection and
provide even greater fleXibility in performance
for more effective energy saving.
Our Light Oommercial and "Bronze"
range too) now provides closer system matching
with a wider choice of models.
Today and right into the future)
you can count on Grundfos to stayone step ahead

For=PleG;UNii~s®I;(1
Published
by(Ireland)
ARROW@TU
Dublin, 1987
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Grundfos
Limited,
Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Park, B,lackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland. Telephone: (01) 954 926. Telex: 90544.
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RIELLO MECTRON Oil

~

Burners
The extensive technological knowledge of the burner
components, a constant research, the modern production
systems as well as the rigorous tests and controls have
enabled RIELLO to realise the MECTRON Burners according
to original principles mainly for a rational and economic
exploitation of energy. The electric, electronic and
mechanical components being perfectly Integrated form a
compact whole of easy accessibility. An extremely good
clean combustion Is obtained thanks to simple and precise
devices which facilitate the adjustment, the use and
maintenance of the burner. The different control operations
depend upon electronic devices which, besides ensuring a
better efficiency and reliability, have permitted a better
Integraton and miniaturisation of the various burner
components such as the high frequency Ignition
transformer and photoreslstance which are an Integral part
of the control device.

QUADRANT ENGINEERS LTD.,
Chapelizod, Dublin 20.
Telephone: 01-265711.
Telex: 93709.

GRANT ENGINEERING LTD.
SOLID FUEL APPLIANCES
CRINKLE, BIRRl CO. OFFALY, IRELAND.
Telephone Nos. (0509) 20089,20352,20793.

11

Grant Easy Clean
Oil Boilers
Grant Oil Boiler is based on the patented TRIPLE
PASS principle unique to Grant Engineering. The major advantage
of this system is sending the tlames through the three flue passes,
vastly increasing the boiler surface area and also entrapping the
flames for much longer thus achieving higher efficiencies and
outputs.

Grant Engineering
manufacture a wide range of Oil
Fired Boilers to suit ALL purposes.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol26/iss7/1
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An interior view ofthe sanitarywareshowroom sho wing a detail ofsome ofthe
athroom fIXtures.

success to date. As already
indicated, price does have a
role to play but, while at all
times endeavouring to be
competitive, the company
refuses to capitulate or
sabotage the business - and
more especially the service
provided - for margin.
Nor does this service stop at
having the product available,
when requested and at a
competitive price. Most of the
orders the company receives
involve delivery to site. Again
flexibility is the key factor with
two trucks delivering northside
and southside very day ... and
sometimes doing various

routes in the same general
direction more than once a
day.
Additionally, a van is on
standby at all times to cater for
more urgent requests. This
service even extends to making
special trips to product
suppliers - particularly for the
uncommon request - and then
delivering to the destination as
indicated by the customer.
Given this emphasis on
service - and the fact that it is
carried out in a very
personalised manner - Arcon
does not restrict itself to the
Leinster region. Indeed, in the
past deliveries have been made

Home Comfort Under
Total Control
With their new range of fully integrated
domestic heating controls, Landis & Gyr can
now offer the complete answer to accurate,
reliable and cost-effective control of any
central heating and hot water system.
The easy-to-install, user-friendly range
includes the all-electronic .mains independent
MICROGYR programmer, the best selling
RWB2 electro-mechanical programmer, the
RWB30 timeswitch and the RAD1 room
thermostat, together with the RAM1 clamp-on
cylinder thermostat and the all-new SK
motorised valves.
Also available in handy Heatminder Packs.

(LANDIS &GYR)
CONTROLS FOR COMFORTABLE LIVING

• Mick Colgan who, in addition to his other duties, is also responsible for
liaising with th/{ consultants and architects.

BBC

BROWN BOVERI

BBC BROWN BOVERI LIMITED
Whitestown Industrial Estate
Tallaght, Dublin 24
Telephone: Dublin 522622
Telefax: 522965
Telex: 93681
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as far afield as Cork and
Donegal, a practice which will
continue as and when the
ituation requires it. Even as it
stands the 20 people in total
who work for Arcon are fully
stretched but, once the new
multi-user, Altos computer
which is currently being
installed comes on stream, it
will release staff for other roles.
However, this added freedom
will be employed to further
extend the flexibility of the
operation and to help Arcon
consolidate its position as the
leading specialist merchant
supplier to the heating and
plumbing trades in Ireland.
In terms of the day-to-day
management of the company
each of the directors does have
a primary function but, when it
comes to it, all are capable of
- and frequently do deputise for one another.
Regular meetings are held normally twice-monthly - to
di~cuss strategy, generally alter
business hours. This ensures a
continuous understanding of
both the problems and highpoints in each respective area
of responsibility and also
allows for a complete picture of

the company's month-tomonth progress to be
monitored by all.
Consequently, major
difficulties seldom arise as any
potential pitfalls are identified
in the early stages and a
planned course of action
implemented before a crisis
develops.
A further strength is that this
unity of understanding and

purpose - which is genuine
among the four directors - is
equally-well engrained within
the general body of staff. In
fact, there is really no
definition in respect of job
titles and, while these do exist,
they are not used to any extent.
Essentially, Arcon comprises a
team of 20 people whose
avowed aim is to satisfy the
customer's needs - whatever

• John Monahan who is responsible
for goods inwards.

• Jimmy Coleman, Transport Manager with Ken O'Keeffe, Trade Counter
and Gerry Byrne. General Manager.

the request - once it falls
within the realm of the heating
and plumbing sector.
To date they have proved
exceptionally efficient in
achieving that goal.
If you are already benefitting
from the advantages of being in
partnership with Arcon, then
may you continue to prosper
with them; if not, isn't it about
time you started to do so?

-

AF/ Armaflex and
Class '0' Armaflex
A flexible closed cell insulation system
available in tube and sheet form with a
fire performance to Class 0 of the
1985 Building Regulations.
A high quality, fully flexible closed
cell elastomeric insulation for hot and
cold water services, heating systems,
air conditioning and refrigeration
installations and dual temperature
lines.

@mstrong
For further information, contact: Armstrong World Industries Limited, Insulation Products Division,
Armstrong House, 3 Chequers Square, Uxbridge, Middlesex US8 1NG. Tel: 0895 51122. Telex: 24242.

x
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MARLEY'S
REVOLUTIONARY
A.J.RANGE

* CHARACTERISTICS
ADVANCED FLOW
* COMPREHENSIVE RANGE
* ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
* SIMPLIFIED ALIGNMENT
Eliminates potential blockage points.

14 standard AJ.'s with risers and cover.

Risers facilitate height adjustment from
280mm to 584mm.

Top may be swivelled to align with house
walls and paving.

UAJ 1

CD

UAJ 16 ( [ )

_ _ _ _ _ _ _- - Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1987

* COVER
THE NEW MARLEY A.J.
Designed to fit all standard AJ.'s. May be
screw fixed with Marley AJ.'s, Suitable for
light traffic areas.

* QUALITY FINlslt
* TRIBUTARY
EXTRA PROTECTION FOR
PIPES

Aconsistently high standard of installation
and finish can easily be achieved.

Minimum cover to pipes entering side
connections of a basic Marley AJ. is 120rnm.

MARLEY FLOORING & PLUMBING LIMITED.
Luca~, Co. Dublin. Tel. (01)280691. Telex: 93631. Fax: 280318.

A ~~ COMPANY

_
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•
HEATING and PLUMBING SUPPLIES LTD.

Major Brands
Represented
Armitage Shanks Ltd.
Barking Grohe Ltd.
Dunne Industries Ltd.
Irish Coppersmiths Ltd.
Marley Flooring and
Plumbing Ltd.
Midland International Ltd.
Modern Plant Ltd.
K.M. Reynolds Ltd.
R.O.M. Plastics Ltd.
Sanbra Fyffe Ltd.
Shires Ireland Ltd.
Warner International Ltd.
Apollo Engineering Ltd.
Barlo Heating Ltd.
Brannan Thermometers

Landis & Gyr Ltd.
Coppercraft Ltd.
Dunham Bush Ltd.
Grant Engineering Ltd.
Grundfos Pumps Ltd.
Peglers Ltd.
Myson Ireland Ltd.
Riello Burners
Danfoss Ltd.
Stelrad Ltd.
Tyrell Tanks
Manning & Usher
Potterton Ltd.
Thorn Ltd.
Trianco Ltd.

• The above names are but a sample selection takenfrom the Arcon portfolio.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol26/iss7/1
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ROM Plastics Ltd.
Range of products
which include
Water Storage Tanks,
Oil Storage Tanks,
Dust Bins,
Flotation Devices for
Fish Farming.

The only Irish
manufacturers of
rectangular and circular
plastic oil and water
storage tanks.

We provide a special contract moulding service for all types of hollow containers,
equipment housing etc. We have in-house facilities to fabricate all moulds for the
products we manufacture. If you have a particular requirement please contact us
for a quote. We can offer a COMPLETE PACKET from drawing boards to finished
product.
SALES OFFICE: Unit 1, Johnson Buildings, Stannaway Drive, Crumlin, Dublin 12.
Phone: (01) 554044/554097
MANUFACTURED IN IRELAND BY: ROM PLASTICS LTD.,
Dunmore Road, Glenamaddy, Co. Galway. Phone: (0907) 59110/59104.

F
Radiator Thermostats
•
•
•
•

Robust, attractive, unobtrustive.
Danfoss quality.
Danfoss accuracy.
Comprehensive range of remote
sensors.
• Low maximum temperature
elements.
• Comprehensive range of valve
bodies for 1 and 2 pipe systems.

THE BEST THING NEXT TO A RADIATOR

~ J.J.SAMPSON&SONLTD.

71, CHERRY ORCHARD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BALLYFERMOT ROAD, DUBLIN 10.

TEL: (01) 268111. TELEX: 92219 (JJSS El). FAX: (01) 269334.
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Sanbra
Fyffe
~

rD1 Everything On Tap For Plumbers.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol26/iss7/1
~ ~ Sanbra Fyffe, Santry Ave., Dublin 9. Tel: 426255. Telex: 32475.
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Holfeld - For SingleSource Supply

• Maurice Dore, National Sales
Manager.

• Frank Nugent,
Service Pump Sales.

OPERATIONAL ON a
national basis for over 35
years HR Holfeld (Hydraulics)
td a member of the
ublin-based H R Holfeld
Group - has supplied prestige
orders for Holfeld Pumps
throughout mechanical services
applications from its portfolio
of overseas suppliers and their
own manufacturing and
assembly programme. Maurice
Dore, National Sales Manager
points out that the consulting
engineer, specifier, mechanical
contractor and client can
source most of their pump
requirements covering a wide
variety of capacities and
heads, viscosities and cold and
hot liquids from Holfeld
Pumps.
Based from their Head
Office in Stillorgan and
established offices in Belfast
nd Cork, Holfeld Pumps
esign and supply advanced
pumping technology and
manufactures the Holpak
range of pump sets and

pressure booster systems.
Trading in the construction
industry during 1987 has been
difficult with activity generally
falling. Only a few select large
projects have materialised this
year on which the key
suppliers have concentrated.
Even so, Holfeld Pumps has
been successful in securing
contracts for the supply of
pumping equipment against
stiff competition for a wide
range of projects in the
Greater Dublin area and, in
the West of Ireland.
A typical example is the St
Stephen's Green Shopping
Complex in Dublin where
Holfeld Pumps won orders for
two Holpak pump sets which
they manufacture in Dublin
and two Grundfos pumps for
which it acts as the principal
distributor.
Another was the project in
Westport for Allergan
Pharmaceuticals Ltd which
was supplied with two Holpak
pump sets, two Grundfos

Mechanical

Holpak

. . .. .

• Booster Pump System designed/or hospital and hotel mechanical/building
service applications manufactured by Holfeld Pumps withflows up to 100L/sec
and heads to 200 metres.
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multi-stage pumps and, six
Loewe twin circulating pumps.
The consultant was MacArdle
McSweeney & O'Malley with
the mechanical contractor
being Erba Engineering Ltd.
Nineteen eighty seven has
seen the mechanical services
pump sales increase for
Holfeld Pumps with sales
results and orders booked
exceeding the half-year
expectations. Both Maurice
Dore, National Sales Manager
and Frank Nugent who leads

the Mechanical Services Pump
Sales, have expressed satisfaction with the level of potential
future business which Holfeld
Pumps is poised to exploit
with its supply programme.
Full details including
comprehensive literature
are available from the Sales
Section of Holfeld· Pumps
which now comprises five
personnel dealing with pump
sales in Ireland, all of whom
are specialising in building
services applications.

Minister Attacks CIS
IN AN unprecedented course
of action recently, Minister for
the Environment Padriac
Flynn, TO, issued a scathing
attack on Coal Information
Services because of claims
attributed to them in a report
in a Dublin evening paper.
He described as "inaccurate
and misleading" claims by the
CIS and further stated that he
was disappointed to find "this
defensiveness on the part of
coal suppliers".
However, Irish H&V News
has since spoken with Jim
Maher of CIS who told us that
the Minister obviously
misinterpreted the comments
attributed to the CIS's
Eamonn O'Connor.
Additionally, Mr Maher
expressed his disappointment
at the Minister's action in
issuing a statement to the
media without first having
contacted the CIS to
determine the background to
Mr O'Connor's comments.
"We've all along admitted
that we're a contributor to the
pollution and smog problem in
this country, especially in
Dublin, but we won't accept
all the responsibility. We're
constantly being painted as the
villains in the situation with no
balance being applied in terms
of the other sectors which
cause pollUtion.
"We, just like everyone else,
are very concerned about the
problem of pollution and have
gone to great lengths
especially in recent years - to
alleviate the difficulties by way
of the introduction of
smokeless fuels and more
efficient, full-burning, highoutput back-boilers which
effectively burn the smoke."
Subsequent to the Minister's
statement a meeting took place

between the CIS and Mr Flynn
at which both parties took the
opportunity to air their views.
Afterwards we spoke with
Mr Maher who told us that he
was now satisfied that the
Minister understood the
situation more clearly and that
a process of communication
had been established whereby
likely future misunderstandings
would be avoided.

Identifying
Work
Prospects
UP-TO-date, accurate information on planning applications
vital in identifying
prospective clients ahead of
competitors - is now being
made available in Ireland in a
detailed directory format. The
Planning Applications Directory
is the first centralised
information source of its kind in
the country and it has been
conceived to enable users avoid
costly and time-wasting visits to
and/or correspondence with the
various planning authorities.
The Directory is being
marketed as a private monthly
subscription service by a new
Irish company - the Planning
& Development Information
Unit Ltd (Tel: 01 607353).
Initially, it will cover the Eastern
Region - Dublin City, the
counties of Dublin, Kildare,
Meath and Wicklow and the
town ofDrogheda. The annual
subscription is £295, plus VAT.
The half-yearly rate will be£170,
plus VAT.

Irish H&V News, November/December 1987 '23
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HUGHMUNRO
to more constructive matters. I do accept
though that the situation is abominable as
it now stands."

"We are 'application engineers'
and by that I mean that it is we
who apply engineering
knowledge in such a manner that
it works for a specific
purpose/use. We are not just the
'pipe and wire' men of building
projects."

• Hugh Munro.

While not as socially-outgoing as some of
his predecessors Hugh Munro - present
CIBSE Chairman - is, nonetheless, an
equally-active principal officer who
devotes an enormous amount of his time
to pursuing the objectives of the
Institution.
For the most part he is a somewhat
private person though he has very definite
views on matters which he regards as being
important.
A typical case in point is the current
difficulty with regard to securing
engineering status for CIBSE corporate
members who qualified at the old, pre1970 Council of Engineering Institution's
standards. Indeed, he is quite indignant
that the C Eng door remains firmly closed
to these people, especially since they
include the "father figures" of the building
services sector in the main.
Nor is it sour grapes on his part. By
virtue of his own mechanical and electrical
engineering degree from UCD, he
personally is not affected by the bar.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol26/iss7/1
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When talking with him on the matter you
get the impression that he even feels guilty
for being able to enjoy C Eng status while
some of his fellows - particularly those
for whom he has a high regard - are
unable to gain admittance to the C Eng
Register.
"It's unfortunate that we, as an
Institution, should be so hung up on this
issue at present", he says, "but it is
certainly a ridiculous situation and one
which I believe should be pursued on
behalf of those members concerned. To be
honest, I'm mystified by the whole affair.
"I can only conclude, regretably, that it
is something rooted in snobbery. It
certainly implies a slur on the people
concerned and as such is a great
wrongdoing.
"However, we have got to be positive
when dealing with matters such as this and
we must recognise that a certain amount
of progress has been made in this respect.
Hopefully, common sense will prevail in
the coming months and we can all get on

OPPORTUNITIES
Turning his attention to more pressing
matters, Hugh Munro acknowledged that
the general trading conditions for all
members - and indeed everyone
operating within the construction sphere
- are quite difficult at present but
suggested that, from the services point 0
view, there were opportunities for those
who were adaptable.
"I think that we tend to limit ourselves
.... belittle our own capabilities ... and
even hold ourselves back," he says. "I'd
even go so far as to suggest that the very
title of the Institution and the description
we use to convey the nature of our
business, i.e. building services, is in itself a
limiting device.
"We should be projecting ourselves
purely and simply as services engineers.
While we are very much involved in design
and installation, our real contribution in
the end of the day is that we make things
work. It is we who ensure that buildings
are operational in accordance with the
function for which they were intended.
We are 'application engineers' and by that
I mean that it is we who apply engineering
knowledge in such a manner that it works
for a specific purpose/use. We are not jus
the 'pipe and wire' men of building
projects.
"If we learn to see ourselves thus, it
opens up all new areas of potential where
our analytical ability and experiencewhen brought to bear on certain situations
- solves any manner of services
applications in virtually. every industry
setting.
'
However, it is not enough for us to
change our attitude in this respect ...
thereafter it's equally-important we
convey that change to potential
customers. We have got to establish a new
perception of ourselves ... and more
precisely the scope of our capabilities.
"In this way we can stimulate business
for ourselves. I know that it would not
mean an over-supply of contracts but it
would, nonetheless, broaden the base
upon which we depend."
FRESH APPROACH
While the foregoing might suggest that
Hugh is a very forceful character, in truth
he is anything but. He generally adopts a
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"softly softly" approach to any problem
he is dealing with and tends also to lead by
example and exholtation rather than by
racing ahead of the pack and more or less
daring the rest not to follow.
This has been a distinct advantage for
the Institution since he took office as
indeed has the fact that he is not
"mainstream" representative. He has had
a very different background in terms of his
professional activity to the vast majority
of the members and this too has helped to
inject a fresh attitude and outlook on
certain matters.
Unfortunately, pressure of work means
that he intends stepping down in the new
year but between now and then he will
continue to extoll members to broaden
their outlook and think of themselves in
the role of application engineers.
In latter years this is precisely what he
has done himself but he does admit to
having concentrated for too long on one
specific area. In his case it was on oilrelated projects.
Overall, he has still had quite a varied
areer since graduating with a 1st Class
Honours degree from UCD (he didn't
quite say when). However, the reason he
chose to do mechanical and electrical
engineering in the first place was
something of an accident. He had been
looking to engineering generally but "I
guess it was sloth on my part", he says.

"You see, while other courses were partsubsidised by scholarships, the mech and
elec carried with it a scholarship to its
conclusion over a 4-year period."
He relates the story in his own wry
humour but it does not conceal the
tendency he has to put himself down.
Having graduated, he applied
immediately to the Air Corp for one of
three positions advertised as vacant. As he
recounts it, three of his fellow-graduates
also applied for the posts in question,
making it a total offour with the basic
requirements. However, his was the only
1st Class Honour among them. "And
what do you think happened", he says. "I
was the one who did not get the job ... I
had not told them of my grades ... why
should I. It was up to them to find that
out. Mind you, I must admit that it also
possibly went against me when I told one
of the interviewers that the Air Corp was
being irresponsible in phasing out
Dakotas as it was d6ing at the time.
"I didn't get the job but then .... there
are Dakotas still flying today."
So he joined the ESB instead and stayed
there for about 12 months before going to
Rugby in the UK for two and a half years
after which he returned to the ESB. Right
from the outset he was involved in
powerstation design and related activity
though he did at one stage work on a
pioneer project examining the potential of

wind energy. "However," he says, "the
only outcome of that research was that we
concluded that Ireland must be one of the
windiest country's in Europe."
Then in 1957 he once again left the ESB,
this time to join AIC where he stayed for a
further year and a half gaining valuable
experience before moving to VMRA.
There he stayed until 1976 when he made
the decision to go it alone.
"I have never regretted the decision to
leave VMRA," he says, "but I would have
liked over the years to diversify more into
all facets of the building services sector.
Unfortunately, there never seemed to be
the time, especially when one needs to
concentrate on the work on hand, which
in my case still tended to be oil-related.
"Consequently, when I urge members
to diversify and broaden their horizons, it
is from my own experience I speak. I'm
doing it relatively successfuly today but
the younger and more energetic among
you should not constrain yourselves as I,
and many others did."
That Hugh has decided to step down
early next year after just 12 months in
office is a blow but it does illustrate once
again the sacrifices he, and the other
CIBSE stallwarts, make in terms of giving
the Institution preference over personal
and business requirements. Those of you
who reap the benefits of their actions and
activities would do well to remember that.

WHICH BOILER?
WHAT FUEL?
WHY GAMBLE!!!

ROB.,
ROBEY have a complete range of steam and
hot water boilers available for oil, gas, coal
and waste, for single, dual or multi-fuel firing.

Babcock Robey Limited
A Babcock International company
P.G. Box 23, Witham House,
Lincoln LN5 8XE. Telephone 0522 21381
Telex: 56109. Fax: 0522 45118
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CIBSENEWS

c. Eng Register
Still An Issue
The President Hugh Johnston,
accompanied by the Secretary,
Andrew Ramsay, paid a short
visit to the Republic of Ireland
Branch of the Institution on
Friday, 6 November last.
During the day they were
hosted at lunch by Oliver
McNulty, Head of the
Engineering Department at the
College of Technology, Bolton
Street and were afterwards
pleased to meet and talk to a
number of the students, to take
part in the presentation of
awards both by Walker Air
Conditioning and by TCS Ltd,
and to view the impressive new
buildings and facilities ofthe
college.
In the evening they attended
the Annual Dinner of the
Branch at the Lansdowne
Rugby Football Club and the
President replied to the toast of
the Institution proposed by the

Minister for Social Walfare, Dr
Michael Woods.
In his response the President
said how pleased he was to
experience the warmth of an
Irish welcome again and he
went on to praise the work of
the Branch, the invaluable
support given to the Institution
and the most generous
contribution towards the recent
building appeal fund which he
described as pace-setting and
helping significantly to secure
the future for the next
generation of building services
engineers.
The President went on to
discuss the Institution's
dealings over many years with
the Engineering Council and its
predecessor and described it as
"a matter of considerable
concern to us that some of our
older and most senior
corporate members are still

disbarred from the C.Eng.
Register despite the detailed
assessments and checks they
all underwent at the time the
Institution was granted its Royal
Charter."
He went on to say: "It is my
hope that in the months ahead
we shall be able to tackle this
problem very positively, but
clearly there are no easy
answers and it would be foolish
to expect quick progress. In the
meantime we should,l suggest,
all bear in mind that the recent
acceptance of the Institution as
a fullY'accredited member of
the Engineering Council does
represent a very significant step
forward and one that will help
us to safeguard, not only our
future, but also our place in the
wider engineering world both nationally and
intemationally."
In the same context Mr

Johnston praised the work of
the lE!, their sensible and
realistic approach to the same
issues and expressed the hope
of developing still closer
relations with them in the
future.
Continuing his survey of
broad issues Mr Johnston als
spoke about a proposition to
found a BUilding Industry
Council, initially comprising the
main institutes and bodies
concerned with the building
process and particularly the
RIBA, CIOB, I Strut E. as well as
CIBSE, but with the option for
others to join in later if they so
wished.Final decisions were
expected later this month and
Mr Johnston described them as
of great importance, though he
was at pains to make clear that
he saw the initiative as
complementary to, and in no
way in competition with, the

• Andrew Ramsey, Sec. CIBSE with Eoin Kenny, Past President CIBSE;
Eddie Simpson, Chairman, Northern Ireland Branch CIBSE; and Hugh
Johnston, President CIBSE.

• Tom Toomey, O.P.W. with Larry Kane, Irish Estates Management; H.
Taylor, Bob Bushell Ltd; Ray Clinton, I.D.A.; and Seamus Homan, S. Homan
Associates.

• Gerry Curran, TCS with CIBSE President Hugh Johnston and the two
recipients ofhis annualStudent Awards at Bolton Street College ofTechnology
- Jack Byrne and Len Teelan.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol26/iss7/1

• Michael Buckley, Walker Air Conditioningpresenting hisannualprizes with
President Hugh Johnston at Bolton Street to Ann Rafferty, Certificate Course;
James Casey, Certificate Course; and Francis McNulty, Degree Course.
Oliver McNulty, Head ofBuilding Services Engineering Departmentat Bolton
Street accepted the prize on behalfofhis son Francis.
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CIBSENEWS
Engineering Council.
On more parochial matters
the President reminded the
audience of the high quality
and comprehensiveness of
services provided by the
Institution for its members and
he drew attention to the
imminent publication of a new
Technical Memorandum
updating knowledge and
providing and latest design and
maintenance advice on
Legionella and its control.
He also instanced the very

healthy growth of the Institution
which he said had averaged
more than 5% over the last 60
years, with an even faster rate
more recently, and expressed
the view based on a recent
study that there remained
considerable room for further
growth within the building
services sector of the industry.
He therefore described the
prospects for the future as
bright and most encouraging,
concluding his speech on this
hopeful and optimistic note.

NEXT EVENT
Date

Activity

Venue

Friday
Dec. 11th '87

Technical Evening
- The Wit and
Wisdom of
Bernard Hodges
Ex-Sec CIBSE

Engineers' Club
Clyde Road,
Dublin 4.
6 pm for 6.30 pm

• Hugh Johnston, President CIBSE with Dr Michae/ Woods, Minister for
Social Welfare, guest dinner speaker, and Hugh Munro, CIBSE Chairman,
Republic ofIre/and Branch.

Ughting Evening

JETAfATICG

• Brian Cough/an, VMRA with Nicho/as Mo ran, Phi/ips; Jan Cunnen, Phi/ips
Eindhoven; George O'Nei//, CIBSE Lighting Representative; Frank Law/or,
Ryder Law/or' and Pat Kenny, McGrattan & Kenny at CIBSE Lighting
Evening at Philips' new Lighting Centre, C/onskea.

The first lighting evening of
this years programme was
held at the Philips Lighting
Centre, recently opened at
C1onskea.
Jan Cunnen, Philips
Eindoven, presented a paper
on the new white high'
pressure sodium lamps and
their application in display
lighting. An attendance of
60 members and friends
were treated to an excellent
presentation which

demonstrated the various
lighting sources available for
display purposes and
compared their effectiveness.
Following the lecture the
application of the impressive
new centre was explained. A
series of modules have been
constructed to illustrate the
wide range of lamps and
related luminaires now
available and their
application in industrial and
commercial situations.

Range rated oil fired pressure jet boilers
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Inspector of Taxes
and the Self Employed
All self-employed taxpayers will
by now be familiar with a
Revenue notification
(remember that pink sheet)
distributed with the 1986/87
Returns of Income entitled,
"Examination of Financial
Accounts by the Self
Employed".
New procedures introduced
by the Revenue Commissioners
under the above title will have
signficant implications for the
self·employed by fundamentally
changing the methods used by
the Tax Authorities in reviewing
the accounts submitted to
them for tax purposes. The new
procedures will, for the majority
of self-employed persons,
represent a simplification of the
system used by the Authorities
to process tax computations
and accounts. For the chosen
few on the other hand, it will
represent a far more rigorous
and detailed exercise. The
essential outline of the new
systems application is as
follows:·
- The examination of the
accounts of the self-employed
will in future be conducted on a
selective basis;
- This change of approach is
intended to lead to a more
efficient system of agreeing tax
liabilities;
- All accounts will get a basic
examination and those showing
acceptable results will be
accepted without delay;
- Accounts which do not show
acceptable results will be given
an indepth examination;
- The Revenue
Commissioners expect full cooperation from taxpayers and
advise that taxpayers whose
basic books and records are
deficient, should now seek
professional advice to remedy
those d~fects.
Unacceptable Features: The
following features in the
accounts of the self-employed
have been cited by the Revenue
as being unacceptable:-Inadequate drawings and
poor rate of gross profit;
- Understatement (If gross
receipts;

By Peter O'Neill, Taxation
Manager with Chapman Flood
& Co., CharteredAccountants
(and former Inspector of
Taxes).
- Unexplained cash
introduced, loans received and
growth of wealth;
- Information obtained in
recent VAT inspections
possibly leading to VAT
underpayments;
- Recent PAYE outdoor
reports indicating poor records;
- Estimated assessments in
earlier years not appealed or
confirmed on appeal without
accounts;
- Third party information.
Whether these features are
present or not will of course be
judged in the context of
information built up on the
Revenue File of the taxpayer,
such as trends in previous years
accounts, knowledge of local
conditions and the opinion of
the tax district of the
accountants ability and
standards.

Revenue Procedure: The
Revenue emphasise that this is
not a back duty investigation
but rather a searching
examination of the latest
accounts received. It will be
carried out in the taxpayers own
district. Most of the preliminary
enquiries will centre on the
defects in the books and
records from which the
taxpayers accounts were
prepared. An important part of
these early enquiries will be to
establish the extent to which
estimations were necessary in
preparing the accounts and
whether private bank accounts
were operated in the year by the
taxpayer (and spouse) and
whether they were inspected
when the Business Accounts
were being prepared.
Unless the accountant can at
this stage satisfy the Inspector
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with regard to his misgivings,
the Inspector will request to see
the books and records from
which the accounts were
prepared. It is also envisaged
that a face to face interview will
take place between the
taxpayer, his accountant and
the Inspector.
Refusal to co-operate: If the
taxpayer does not co-operate
the Revenue have legal powers
which they may at their
discretion use_ They include:- The power to require the
production of books and
records;
- Authority to enter premises
by authorised officers of the
Revenue and thereby to remove
and retain for a reasonable
period books, records,
accounts etc;
- Listing the taxpayer to
appear before the Appeal
Commissioners, thereby
placing the onus on the
taxpayer to prove that the
Inspector's assessment is too
high;
- Serious cases may also be
transferred to Investigation
Branch.
Back years: Whether back
years are also investigated will
depend on the extent of the
understatement discovered in
the current year. It will depend
on "the degree of culpability
ranging from carelessness to
deliberate concealment and the
element of hardship by
reference to age, health and
ability to pay, on the co·
operation afforded and on the
speed at which the settlement
for the current year is reached"
Settlement penalties/Interest:
A settlement with the Inspector

must include payments of the
agreed amounts plus penalties
and interest if they arise. The
taxpayer may, in certain
circumstances, pay by postdated cheque. A period of
spread, however, will normally
not be more than 12 months
and interest will arise on postdated cheques which fall due
more than two months after
settlement date. All income
levies, if appropriate, will apply
to settlement figures.
Penalties and interest will
calculated by reference to a
percentage of the tax. There will
be no addition for penalties and
interest where the current year
only is involved. Inspectors will
have a wide discretion in this
matter and will take into
account the factors already
outlined regarding the opening
of earlier years, Le. hardship,
age etc_
CONCLUSION: The Revenue
are using what is in effect a
"carrot and stick" approach.
The accounts ofthe self
employed, which show
acceptable results can expect
an early agreement to his/her
accounts under this new
system. Those that don't will
have settlement delayed du
the indepth examination.
It is worth noting that the
"new approval" is more or less
following the current practice in
the UK. According to
accountants there, the main
item which initiates these in
depth enquiries is a low gross
margin as compared with
similar trades. However, the
success of the approach in the
UK has yet to be assessed.
The system is only a short
time in operation here and only
applies to self-employed nonlimited companies at present It
is expected, however, to be
enlarged to encompass limited
companies in the future.
In the meantime,
businessmen would be well
advised to set about rectifying
any deficiencies in their
accounting records so that their
accounts will be acceptable to
the Revenue.
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"THE COMPLETE
MODULAR BOILER SYSTEM"

now includes

THE SINGLE PIPE HEADER PACKAGE
SAFETY VALVE
CONNECTION

THERMOMETER

HIGH L1MITSTAT

GATE VALVE
- 3 WAY VENT VALVE

-PUMP

-

CHECK VALVE

REGENCY MODULAR
BOILER SYSTEM

With these advantages:

REDUCED INSTALLATION TIME

HIGHER OPERATION EFFICIENCIES

using'the MODULAR HEATING assembled pump kits and
flanged pipework header package.

achieved by the total isolation of water flow through the
unfired boilers.

SIMPLICITY OF BOILER ISOLATION
The three way vent valve allows mod~le~ t,o be isolated
from the system without the need for individual boiler relief
valves and cold feeds.

CG

C&F Ltd" Unit G7 Chapelizod Ind, Est. Chapelizod, D. 20 Tel. (01) 264917.
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No flap - Less hum.

The Humming bird gets
its name from the characteristic
noise its wings make as they
beat together up to 100 times per
second, enabling it to fly at speeds
of over 70mph and creating quite astir in
the atmosphere.
Fortunately the elegant range of Carrier packaged and split air conditioning units
require nowhere near as much energy to run.
And naturally without all the flap produce far less hum.
Designed for a wide variety of applications in offices, shops, pubs and clubs,
restaurants, conference areas and factories, they quietly and efficiently provide a clean and
temperature controlled environment.
For larger commercial and industrial applications, there is a wide range of air to
water heat pumps, liquid chillers, air handling and condensing units.
Plus Wf, the latest Variable Air Volume control system.
Whichever Carrier product you choose, you can rely on Walker Air Conditioning
design, commissioning and after sales service support.
Just ask us.

world leader in air conditioning
and heating technology

WALKER
AIRCONDITIONING
Sole Carrier
Distributors throughout
Ireland

Glasgow
041-8870551
Dublin

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol26/iss7/1
Clrrier 30GQ0803lf tQwater heat pump ..,erving
The ~wimmingpool and re\taural'\1 area at
the air handling plant at Trabo!gJnl.cl..,urc
Traholgan Leisure Centre, Cork, conditiOned by
DOI: 10.21427/D7GT5Q
Centre. Cork
Carrier

Carrier 19EAccntrifugalliquid d1i11(.'r... II1 ... tallcd
In the headquarters of the Bank of Ircl.lncl.
Dublin

300844
Belfast
023185234
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